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Impact of Jewish Camping
Children and teens who spend summers at
Jewish camp are more likely to be involved
in communal leadership, be engaged in
Jewish causes, and be emotionally attached
to Israel than those who did not. It is clear
that spending summers at Jewish camp is
magical and the memories, friendships, and
experiences of these summers are carried
through a lifetime of Jewish commitment,
turning Jewish youth into engaged Jewish
adults, laying the groundwork for strong
Jewish communities. Additionally, overnight

camps attract children and families who
otherwise shy away from traditional forms
of Jewish education. The effect of Jewish
summer camp is clear, and the opportunity
to increase that impact dramatically is
significant.
Recognizing the impact of Jewish summer
camping on our community’s Jewish future,
in the early 2000’s UJA Federation of Greater
Toronto began a significant new investment
in the field.

UJA and
Jewish Summer Camping
UJA Federation of Greater Toronto’s 2015-2020 Strategic Plan titled,
“Renewal Begins Now” lauds the impact of identity forming programs
including camp and sets their growth as a key community priority.

UJA’s Strategic Plan commits to growing identity
programs by doing three things:S

Scaling up
the most successful
initiatives to reach the
full potential cohort of
young Jews

Linking these
programs

Continuing to
develop

to each other so that
Jewish involvement
becomes sustained
rather than episodic

innovative new programs
that reach new markets
of young Jews.

UJA Federation’s investment in Jewish Camping has
reached a number of significant milestones:
Partnership With Affiliated Camps
In partnership with affiliated camps
UJA Federation established the Ontario
Council of Jewish Camps, bringing together
camp directors and other key stakeholders
to develop a Community of Practice. The
network has shifted the culture of Ontario
camps from one of competition to one of
collaboration.
One Happy Camper Incentive Program
In 2008 UJA Federation of Greater
Toronto, in partnership with the Foundation
for Jewish Camp, established the One
Happy Camper incentive program. The
program, designed to entice new campers
to try Jewish camp, offers a discount to
first time campers to attend camp. Since its
establishment, over 3,000 Toronto campers
have taken advantage of the program.
Market Research Study
In 2009, in partnership with the
Foundation for Jewish Camp, UJA
commissioned a market research study
for Jewish camping in Toronto. The
groundbreaking study set the pace for

similar studies which were conducted
across the United States and significantly
informed UJA’s strategies in Toronto.
JAcademy
In 2010 UJA Federation founded
JAcademy, a two week summer program
for Russian Speaking Jews. In the
first summer 40 youth participated.
In summer 2016, 300 youth attended
with a waiting list of those who could
not be accommodated. JAcademy has
set the standard across North America
for engaging Russian Speaking Jews in
immersive Jewish experiences, with efforts
being made in several cities to replicate
JAcademy’s success.
Silber Family Centre for Jewish Camping
With camping designated as a communal 		
priority for ensuring a Jewish future, in 2011
UJA Federation created the Silber Family
Centre for Jewish Camping, the first named
centre in a North American Federation
dedicated to growing participation in and
the quality of Jewish camping.

Silber Family Centre for Jewish Camping
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Increasing participation in Summer Camping by
developing an engagement pipeline
A generation of campers ago, recruiting
campers for a traditional camp session –
four, six or eight weeks – was the norm.
Today, campers and families test the waters
though short, episodic experiences: visits
to camps, weekend experiences, ‘taste of’
sessions, family camps, etc. This pipeline of
experiences, with one experience leading to
the next more intensive experience, creates a

pathway of stepping stones easing campers
and families into full session participation.
In partnership with affiliated Jewish camps,
UJA’s Silber Family Centre for Jewish
Camping will grow the pipeline of campers,
dramatically growing participation in three
phases of the pipeline and whetting campers’
appetite to return summer after summer.

1. PJ GOES TO CAMP
Each month, over 7,000 Jewish children in the GTA excitedly
run to their mailbox and rip open the blue and white PJ Library
envelope. Receiving PJ Library books is the first step on a lifelong
Jewish Journey. Over the last three summers, UJA’s Silber
Centre for Jewish Camping has facilitated PJ Goes to Camp, an
opportunity for PJ Library children and their families to spend
a day at camp. Early results indicate that, having experienced
a small taste of camp, these children are more likely to enroll in
subsequent summers.
In partnership with affiliated camps, UJA’s Silber Family Centre
for Jewish Camping will double the number of participants in PJ
Goes to Camp programs, allowing more families to experience the
magic of camp and growing the pipeline of camp engagement.
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Participation Projection
(Projected number of campers by program)
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PJ Goes to Camp

100

150

200

200

Weekender

150

250

350

400

One Happy Camper

400

415

430

445

2. THE WEEKENDER
A handful of affiliated camps already offer a
‘weekender’ session designed for children in
Grade 1 - 4 to spend a Shabbat at camp. Through
a ground-breaking investment, UJA’s Silber
Family Centre for Jewish camping will make
a weekend at Jewish summer camp a cultural
norm, with the goal of welcoming 500 campers
each summer to the magic of camp, whetting
their appetite to enroll summer after summer.
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3. ONE HAPPY CAMPER
Since the founding of Toronto’s One Happy Camper
program in 2008, over 3000 young Jews have
taken advantage of the grant for their first full
session at camp. Following on the heels of PJ Goes
to Camp and the Weekender, One Happy Camper
will continue to serve a critical role in the pipeline
towards full-session enrollment guaranteeing the
maximum impact of the Jewish camping experience
on youth’s Jewish identity development.

Our mission
UJA Federation’s mission is to preserve
and strengthen the quality of Jewish life in
Greater Toronto, Canada, Israel and around
the world through philanthropic, volunteer
and professional leadership.
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